The modeling of complex atomic spectra is a difficult task, due to the huge number of levels and lines involved. In the presence of a magnetic field, the computation becomes even more difficult. The anomalous Zeeman pattern is a superposition of many absorption or emission profiles with different Zeeman relative strengths, shifts, widths, asymmetries and sharpnesses. We propose a statistical approach to study the effect of a magnetic field on the broadening of spectral lines and transition arrays in atomic spectra. In this model, the σ and π profiles are described using the moments of the Zeeman components, which depend on quantum numbers and Landé factors. A graphical calculation of these moments, together with a statistical modeling of Zeeman profiles as expansions in terms of Hermite polynomials are presented. It is shown that the procedure is more efficient, in terms of convergence and validity range, than the Taylor-series expansion in powers of the magnetic field which was suggested in the past. Finally, a simple approximate method to estimate the contribution of a magnetic field to the width of transition arrays is proposed. It relies on our recently published recursive technique for the numbering of LS-terms of an arbitrary configuration.
Introduction
In astrophysics, the observation of a splitting of spectral lines in the visible and UV ranges for a few white dwarfs [1] confirmed the existence of intense magnetic fields (0.1 -10 4 MG) as predicted by Blackett [2] . The influence of a magnetic field on an atom modifies its emission or absorption lines. Thanks to this property, known as Zeeman effect, the detection of magnetic fields is possible at large distances, through the measured radiation. The linear and quadratic Zeeman effects [3, 4] explain the separation of spectral lines and enable one to determine a value of the magnetic field. In the same way, pulsars and neutron stars having an even more intense magnetic field (10 5 -10 8 MG) have been discovered through their spectrum in the range of radio-frequencies and X-rays. There are numerous astrophysical applications, either direct or indirect, and requiring sometimes a sophisticated theoretical modeling. The methods differ according to the nature of the objects studied (see table 1), the magnitude and the geometry of the magnetic fields, and to the quality of the observation in terms of sensitivity and spectral resolution. Moreover, the variations of the magnetic field of stars during their rotation bring some information about their global geometry. The "spectro-polarimetric" methods exploit the additional recording of the circular polarization with respect to the wavelength. This enables one to obtain a detailed map of the field [5] through a separation of its components parallel or perpendicular to the line of sight.
Strong magnetic fields are also encountered, for instance, in magnetoinertial fusion [6] . Inserting a magnetic field into inertial-confinement-fusion capsules before compressing them [7] presents the advantages to suppress the electron thermal-conduction losses and to better control the α-particle energy deposition. The magnetic fields generated inside a Hohlraum can reach a few MG.
Magnetic field B (MG)
Astrophysical object 10 5 -10 8 Neutron star or pulsar 10 −1 -10 4 White dwarf 10 −4 -10 −2
Hot magnetic star 0 -10 −6 Planets of the solar system 10 −13 -10 −11
Interstellar cloud Table 1 : Orders of magnitude of magnetic fields encountered in astrophysics (1 MG=10 6 G=100 T).
In this work, the effect of a magnetic field on the broadening of spectral lines and transition arrays in complex atomic spectra is investigated. A proper description of physical broadening mechanisms [8] requires a simultaneous treatment of Stark and Zeeman effects, which was performed by Ferri et al. [9] in the framework of the Frequency Fluctuation Model [10] . In the case of an atom (ion) having several open sub-shells, the number of electric dipolar lines can be immense and the anomalous Zeeman pattern is a superposition of many profiles. When dealing with a huge number of simultaneously recorded profiles, it becomes necessary to characterize the line shape in terms of a limited number of parameters, and therefore to determine constraints on modelings. A statistical analysis can be performed using the moments of the profile. The n th -order centered moment µ n,c [A] of a distribution A(E) is defined by
where
is the center of gravity of A(E). Each absorption or emission profile constituting the anomalous Zeeman pattern has its own strength, shift (firstorder moment), width (second-order moment), asymmetry (third-order moment) and sharpness (fourth-order moment). We discuss different ways of calculating these moments (whatever the order) in terms of the quantum numbers and Landé factors of the levels involved in the line and present a statistical modeling of the Zeeman profile. It relies on the use of a A-type Gram-Charlier expansion series for each of the components ∆M =0, +1 and −1. Finally, leaning on our recently published recursive approach for the numbering of LS-terms of an arbitrary configuration [11] , we propose a simple approximation to estimate the contribution of a magnetic field to the emission and absorption coefficients.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the intensity distribution of an electric-dipolar (E1) line is introduced, together with its strengthweighted moments. In section 3, a graphical representation of the angularmomentum sum rules involved in the calculations of the moments is described. It reveals the way the Racah algebra proceeds and is simple to compute: the n th -order moment reduces to a regular polygon with (n + 2) sides. In section 4, the statistical modeling of a line perturbed by a magnetic field is discussed, using particular distributions involving the reduced centered moments of the Zeeman π and σ ± components. It is proven that the Gram-Charlier development is more efficient than the usual Taylor-series expansion. In section 5, an efficient approach to take into account the effect of a magnetic field on a transition array is proposed. In section 6 it is shown that the techniques presented in this paper still apply when hyperfine interaction is included and section 7 is the conclusion.
2
Intensities and characteristics of Zeeman components The Zeeman Hamiltonian reads:
where B is the magnitude of the magnetic field along the z-axis B = B u z , µ B the Bohr magneton, g s = 2.0023192 is the anomalous gyromagnetic ratio for the electron spin, and L z and S z respectively the projections of total orbital and spin angular momenta of the system. For sufficiently weak values of the field B, the off-diagonal matrix elements of H Z that connect basis states of different values of J (modulus of the total angular-momentum of the system J = L + S) will be negligible compared to the contributions of the Coulomb and spin-orbit interactions to the energy. It becomes then reasonable to neglect the mixing of basis states of different values of J. The energy matrix breaks down into blocks according to the value of J (as in the field-free case) and the contribution of the magnetic field to the energy can be calculated as a simple perturbation. The following expression for the diagonal matrix element of H Z for the state |γJM
where J z = L z +S z , defines the Landé factor g γJ of level γJ [12] . One can roughly consider that Zeeman approach is no longer valid when the magnetic field is of the same order of magnitude as the spin-orbit contribution (see table 2 ):
In that case, a Paschen-Back [13] treatment is necessary. Table 2 : Critical value of the magnetic field for which the spin-orbit interaction becomes of the same order of magnitude as the magnetic interaction. This gives an estimate of the critical field for which Paschen-Back treatment is more appropriate than Zeeman description.
In the presence of a magnetic field, the total intensity of transition γJM → γ ′ J ′ M ′ at the energy E reads:
and S γJM,γ ′ J ′ M ′ are respectively the energy and the strength of a transition γJM → γ ′ J ′ M ′ . E γJ,γ ′ J ′ represents the energy of the line γJ → γ ′ J ′ :
where H is the Hamiltonian of the system. The normalized profile Ψ γJM,γ ′ J ′ M ′ (E) takes into account the broadening of the line due to radiative decay, Doppler effect, ionic Stark effect, electron collisions, etc.
Assuming that the optical media is passive (e.g. there is no Faraday rotation), the intensity, detected with an angle of observation θ, is given by [14, 15] :
where the longitudinal intensity is
and the transverse intensity
I θ (E) can be written in the form
Each line γJ → γ ′ J ′ can be represented as a sum of three helical components associated to the selection rules M ′ =M + q, where the polarization q is equal to 0 for π components and to ±1 for σ ± components. The intensity of the q component of the E1 line γJ → γ ′ J ′ reads, assuming that all quantum states are populated in the statistical-weight approximation (high-temperature limit):
and
The quantity
represents the strength of the line γJ → γ ′ J ′ and is proportional to | γJ|Z|γ ′ J ′ | 2 , where Z is the z component of the dipole transition operator. Since
each component has the same strength. The number of transitions in each component is equal to 2× min(J, J ′ )+1. The distribution I q (E) can be characterized by the moments centered in E γJ,γ ′ J ′ :
is the n th -order centered moment of the distribution. It is useful to introduce the reduced centered moments defined by
1 is the center-of-gravity of the strength-weighted component energies (relative to E γJ,γ ′ J ′ and in units of µ B B) and
2,c is the standard deviation (in units of µ B B). Centered moments of σ − and σ + components are related by
n allows one to avoid numerical problems due to the occurence of large numbers. The first values are α n with n > 2. It is reasonable to consider that the first four moments are sufficient to capture the global shape of the distribution I q (E) (see for instance Ref. [16] , p.88-89). The third-and fourth-order reduced centered moments α 4 are named skewness and kurtosis. They quantify respectively the asymmetry and sharpness of the distribution. The kurtosis is usually compared to the value α 
Racah algebra and graphical representation
The moments can be easily derived using Racah algebra and graphical techniques [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] . We define the notations [a, b, c, · · · ] = (2a + 1)(2b + 1)(2c + 1) · · · , and use the convention of Biedenharn et al.:
x = x(x + 1) [22] . Since M can be expressed as
the first-order moment can be obtained from the relations (81), (83) and (86) given in appendix A [17] . One has
which gives finally [23] The variance is obtained using the sum rule (82) [17] together with the expressions (83) to (88) [24, 25, 26] . More generally, the n th -order moment involves the following sum rule:
where n is an integer. Figures 1 and 2 give the graphical simplified representations of a three-jm and a six-j symbol respectively. Each line represents an angular momentum [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] . The names of the angular momenta (or of their projections in the case of three-jm coefficients) and the phase factors are omitted. 4 respectively. One can also see on Fig. 3 how the three-jm symbols merge into a single closed diagram. These schemes are a representation of summation rules and reduction formulas. Although some computer programs exist (see for instance [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] ), which are devoted to the reduction of graphs, it is easy to understand that the calculation becomes more and more cumbersome as the order of the moment increases. The n th -order moment reduces graphically to a polygone with (n+2) sides. 
Expression in terms of Bernoulli polynomials
Mathys and Stenflo [33, 34] have obtained more compact formulae for the moments in terms of Bernoulli polynomials (see appendix B). Values of α 3 and α 4 for the three selection rules ∆J = 0, −1, +1 are displayed in tables 3 and 4. One finds that the variance of the π component is always larger than the variance of the σ + and σ − components, indeed:
. Therefore, in all cases,
We can see on Fig. 7 that the variance of the π component for a given value of J is larger for ∆J = 0 than for ∆J = ±1 lines, and that the difference increases with J. Things are slightly different for the σ components (see Fig. 7 ): the variance for ∆J = 0 overcomes the one from ∆J = ±1 only for J ≥ 3. Moreover, the difference between both variances at fixed J is smaller than for the π component. Figure 8 shows that the skewness α 3 of the σ + component is a decreasing function of J for ∆J = ±1 line (the skewness is zero for ∆J = 0 since the splitting is symmetric in that case). On the contrary to the variance, the kurtosis α 4 (see Fig. 9 ) is systematically higher for ∆J = ±1 than for ∆J = 0, and the difference is almost constant and equal to 1. It is interesting to plot α 4 versus α 3 for the σ + component; it reveals that the dependence is quite linear, and that the values are very concentrated around 0.875 for the kurtosis and slightly above 3 for the skewness (see Fig. 10 ). As can be shown on Fig. 11 , for a given value of J the reduced centered moments α n increase with the order n, and, for a given value of n, they increase as well with J, and get closer and closer when J increases. Tables 6 and 7 contain the odd reduced centered moments of the σ component for the same lines. 
Zeeman profile in low magnetic fields
In the following, we consider the case where
which, according to Eq. (9), corresponds to an observation angle θ with z axis such that cos 2 (θ) = 
Taylor-series expansion
In the following, we make the assumption that
The quantity I q (E) (13) can be expressed [33, 34] as a Taylor series around the line energy E γJ,γ ′ J ′ : Table 5 : Parameters of the π component for several lines of the transition array Fe VII 3d 2 → 3d4p. Even reduced centered moments.
Assuming a Gaussian physical broadening of the lines: where v represents the variance of the physical broadening mechanisms other than Zeeman effect (Doppler, Stark,...), we have (Rodrigues' formula):
where He k is the Hermite polynomial of order k, related to the usual Hermite polynomial H k by
He k obeys the recursion relation
with He 0 (x)=1 and He 1 (x) = x. The resulting expression of I q (E) reads Figure 10: Kurtosis α 4 versus skewness α 3 of the σ + component for ∆J=+1.
At the second order
Throughout the paper, the calculations denoted "exact" are performed with the Flexible Atomic Code (FAC) code [35] . Figure 12 shows that, for B=1.25 MG and v=5 10 −5 eV 2 , the TS expansion converges to the exact profile with a very good accuracy. Such an approach still works fairly well even when the profile starts to exhibit oscillations due to the important separation of the π, σ + and σ − components (see Fig. 13 ) for B=1.5 MG (corresponding to µ B B/ √ v ≈ 1.23). In the latter case however, the convergence is quite slow: a satisfactory agreement is still not achieved at the order n=16. The Taylor-series method is valid for µ B B √ v, but breaks down if µ B B becomes much larger than √ v. Note that expression (35) can be exploited for a rough determination of the magnitude of the magnetic field B, provided that variance v of the other broadening mechanisms is known (see appendix C). It is interesting to mention, as can be seen on Fig. 14 , that the modeling of each component separately is not satisfactory at all, since in the present case, the separate TS expansions exhibit some oscillations and can even become negative, for σ + and σ − components. However, such variations do not affect the resulting total function (sum of the three components).
A-type Gram-Charlier expansion series
An alternative to the Taylor-series method consists in using a statistical distinction based on the Gram-Charlier development. Once the centered moments µ n,c of a discrete distribution A(E) are known, such a distribution can be modeled using an analytical function which preserves an arbitrary number of these moments. It is possible to build a function using the properties of orthogonal polynomials and their associated basis functions [16, 36, 37, 38] . The A-type Gram-Charlier (GC) expansion series is a combination of products of Hermite polynomials by a Gaussian function:
with
where y = (E − µ 1 )/ √ µ 2,c , n is the number of moments, int(k/2) is the integer part of k/2 and the Hermite polynomial He k is defined in the preceding subsection 4. 
The fourth-order GC series reads:
The truncated series GC n (E) may be viewed as a Gaussian function multiplied by a polynomial which accounts for the effects of departure from normality. Therefore it may be a slowly converging series when A(E) differs strongly from the Gaussian distribution. It is also known to suffer from numerical instability since Eq. (37) involves a sum of large terms of alternating sign. Still assuming a Gaussian physical broadening (see Eq. (30) 
where x → Γ(x) is the usual Gamma function.
Global Gram-Charlier expansion series for the total intensity
In that case, A = I = Figure 15 shows that, for a line J = 3 → J ′ = 4 of transition array Fe VII 3d 2 → 3d4p, the fourth-order A-type Gram-Charlier distribution GC 4 (E) of Eq. (39) provides a satisfactory depiction of the profile. However, when the order increases, the departure from the exact calculation becomes larger and larger. This is due to the fact that the reduced centered moments α n [I] (see Eq. (38)) do not depend on B. Therefore, such an approach can be applied only if the global shape I(E) is close to a Gaussian, i.e. does not have a non-monotonic character. This implies that the method is valid only if µ B B < √ v, so that the π and σ ± components are not too separated. This approach provides a good depiction of the profile if µ B B < √ v.
A-type Gram-Charlier expansion series for each component
In that case, A = I q and 
This approach has a wider validity range than the previous one (see Fig. 16 the case of a magnetic field equal to B=2.5 MG). When the ratio µ B B/ √ v becomes larger than one, the summation of three A-type GramCharlier expansion series brings more flexibility. One can notice on the wings that A-type Gram-Charlier expansion series yield negative values in certain circumstances. However, it provides a good global depiction of the profile. Figure 17 displays the modeling of each component separately. The σ + and σ − profiles do not show the oscillations observed with the TS expansion (see Fig. 14) . 5 Global accounting for Zeeman effect on a transition array
Statistical description
The absorption and emission spectra consist of a huge number of electricdipolar (E1) lines. A transition array [39] represents all the E1 lines between two configurations and is characterized by a line-strength-weighted distribution of photon energy E:
The sum runs over the upper and lower levels of each line belonging to the transition array. Intensity I(E) (arbitrary units) In the UTA (Unresolved Transition Arrays) approach [40] , the discrete set of lines (as δ functions) is replaced by a continuous function (usually Gaussian) which preserves its first-and second-order moments. The moments of this distribution are evaluated as
It is possible to derive analytical formulae for the moments µ n using Racah's quantum-mechanical algebra and second-quantization techniques of Judd [41] . Such expressions, which depend only on radial integrals, have been published by Bauche-Arnoult et al. [40, 42, 43, 44] for the moments µ n,c (centered moments with respect to µ 1 ) with n ≤ 3 of several kinds of transition arrays (relativistic or not). Karazija et al. have proposed an algorithm in order to calculate the moments of a transition array using diagrammatic techniques [27, 28, 29] .
The contribution of Zeeman effect to the k th -order moment of a transition array for a polarization q reads [45] 
P γJM →γ ′ J ′ M ′ being the probability of a transition from (J, M J ) to (J ′ , M J − q) (component). Using the binomial development, one obtains:
which can be evaluated using the techniques mentioned in the preceding sections 3 and 4.
The complexity of such a calculation encouraged us to develop an alternative approximate method. Suppose one wants to include the effet of a magnetic field in a numerical code devoted to the computation of opacity or emissivity, without performing the diagonalization of the Zeeman Hamiltonian. The numerical code can be either based on a detailed (see sections 2, 3 and 4) or a statistical description (relying on the UTA formalism as mentioned above). The main contribution comes from the splitting of the line into three components. Indeed, if one considers 3 components with zero width positioned at E γJ,γ ′ J ′ −µ B B, E γJ,γ ′ J ′ and E γJ,γ ′ J ′ +µ B B (each having the same strength S γJ,γ ′ J ′ ), the variance is equal to:
which is equal to 2/3 (µ B B) 2 ≈ 3.
The broadening of each q component separately due to the magnetic field (which is larger for a π than for a σ component as a consequence of Eqs. (26) and (27)) is always much smaller than 2/3 (µ B B) 2 (by at least one order of magnitude). Thus, the contribution of a magnetic field to an UTA can be taken into account roughly by adding a contribution 2/3 (µ B B) 2 to the statistical variance. In case of a detailed transition array, the Zeeman broadening of a line can be represented by a fourth-order A-type GramCharlier expansion series (Eq. (39)), i.e.:
The coefficient g e of the line γJ → γ ′ J ′ is given by
where g γJ and g γ ′ J ′ are the Landé factors of levels γJ and γ ′ J ′ respectively [46, 47, 48] .
Approximation of the coefficient g e
If the values of g γJ and g γ ′ J ′ are unknown, we suggest to replace g e by its average value in LS couplingḡ e . Knowing the distribution of spectroscopic terms Q(S, L) [49, 11] , it is possible to get a quick estimate ofḡ e . Indeed, the equality
where X SLJ is any quantity depending on S, L and J, enables one to deal with the coupling of angular momenta L and S avoiding the use of coefficients of fractional parentage. One has
where ǫ(L, L ′ , J, J ′ ) stands for the selection rules:
where the Landé factors are estimated in LS coupling:
with the convention of Biedenharn et al. [22] ,x = x(x + 1). The quantity g s represents the anomalous gyromagnetic ratio defined in section 1. Assuming g s ≈ 2, one has 
1.833 1.667 1.5 Table 8 : Landé factors for several lines evaluated from formula (57).
The problem of listing the terms arising in a complex configuration can be solved from elementary group theory [50, 51, 52, 53, 54] . The number Q(S, L) of LS terms of a configuration ℓ N can be obtained from the relation
where P N (a, b), number of states with a given M S = a and M L = b, can be obtained using recursive formulas [11] :
where G = N i=1 G i , G i being the degeneracy of orbital i. For the nonrelativistic configuration ℓ N :
and for the relativistic configuration j N :
The recurrence (59) is initialized with
For a configuration ℓ
where the distributions are convolved two at a time, which means
Thus, in order to take into account approximately the impact of the magnetic field when the number of lines is large, we suggest to convolve the transition array in the absence of a magnetic field with the distribution of Eq. (50) . Figures 18, 19 and 20 (example taken from Mc Lean [55, 56] ) show that the results are quite close to the exact calculation. The main approximation here comes from the fact that g e is replaced by its average value in LS coupling, which is justified in case of very strong magnetic fields (Paschen-Back effect). Table 9 displays the energies and Landé factors of If needed, the evaluation ofḡ e can be refined. For instance, it is possible to calculate an average value of g γJ depending only on J. This can be achieved using the sum rule [57] 
which states that the sum of the Landé factors for any given J is independent of the coupling conditions. Such a property stems from the fact that the trace of a matrix is invariant under an orthogonal transformation. One can thus define an average Landé factor associated to a given value of J:ḡ
where Q(J) is the number of levels having angular momentum J [58, 49] , which can be evaluated recursively [11] , in a similar manner to Q(S, L) (see Eq. (58)). 
Hyperfine structure
The same methodology can be applied in order to determine analytically the moments of the hyperfine components of a line. The hyperfine operator in the subspace corresponding to the relevant nucleus and atomic level reads:
where A J is the magnetic hyperfine-structure constant of the level γJ. The n th -order moment of the hyperfine components is provided by the expression
where Z
(1) q is the q-component of the dipole operator Z (1) . The J-file sum rule [58] enables one to simplify the expression of the strength: 
and therefore
where Table 10 : E1 lines in the transition array 1s2s → 1s2p in intermediate coupling.
In the case where F or F ′ is equal to 0, the calculation is very simple [59] . In the general case, using
one has to calculate:
which can be done using graphical methods [17] . Another approach consists in adopting another point of view, leading to the evaluation of quantities of the type:
where a is a constant (depending on other quantum numbers). Such a quantity can be expressed, as for the Zeeman effect, in terms of Bernoulli numbers (see appendix B): 
The splitting of F components in a weak magnetic field [60] is in every way similar to the splitting of J levels. The scale of the splitting is determined by the factor g F , which is defined by
and connected with the Landé factor by
Conclusion
In this work, a statistical modeling of electric dipolar lines in the presence of an intense magnetic field was proposed. The formalism requires the moments of the Zeeman components of a line γJ → γ ′ J ′ , which can be obtained analytically in terms of the quantum numbers and Landé factors. It was found that the fourth-order A-type Gram-Charlier expansion series provides better results than the usual development in powers of the magnetic field often used in radiative-transfer models. Using our recently published recursive method for the numbering of LS-terms of an arbitrary configuration, a simple approach to estimate the contribution of a magnetic field to the width (and higher-order moments) of a transition array of E1 lines was presented.
We hope that such results will be useful for the interpretation of Z-pinch absorption or emission spectra, for the study of laser-induced magnetic fields in inertial-fusion studies, for the modeling of magnetized stars as well as for any application involving magnetic fields in spectroscopic studies of atomic and molecular systems. 
9 Appendix B: Bernoulli polynomials and numbers
The Bernoulli polynomials can be obtained by successive derivation of a generating function:
B n (x) = ∂ n ∂t n t exp (xt) exp(t) − 1 t=0 .
One can write
where B n (0) is the n-order Bernoulli number, which is non-zero only if n is even and which can be obtained from the relation:
The first Bernoulli polynomials are
The Bernoulli polynomials obey the following identity:
and the Bernoulli numbers have the explicit Laplace's determinantal formula [61] : 
10 Appendix C: diagnostic of the magnetic field
Using second-order TS expansion (35) and assuming the knowledge of the variance v of the other broadening mechanisms, it becomes possible to estimate the magnitude of the magnetic field from the measurement of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the line δ = FWHM/(2 √ v).
where 
